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ABSTRACT
In the Republic of Croatia primary and secondary schools students compete in IT categories such as solving problems in programming, knowing fundamental Computer Science concepts or individual software project development. This research aims to explore different student’s motivation to participate in IT competition and to plan and organize self-preparation for it. Impact of some factors like competitor’s gender, category of competition, preparing strategy, general feeling of satisfaction and so on achieving success in this IT competition was explored. Preliminary data, among other, suggests that students consider their mentors (teachers), the most important factor in preparing for competition. Also, students do not consider that this competition could bring them some prestige in school or society, but they have some intrinsic motivation to participate in competition and use all available resources, human or material, to achieve success.

INTRODUCTION
Computer science (Informatics) is one of the elective subjects in elementary schools in the Republic of Croatia, therefore it has a smaller number of students involved in the teaching process. In the curriculum of the elementary school elective subject Computer Science problem solving with programming is represented approximately with 10-15% of the total content, which is not enough to achieve the level of knowledge that is necessary for success in the IT competition, which is called Infokup in Croatia. Elementary and secondary school students can compete in IT categories such as:

- Solving problems with programming using programming languages like Python, Logo, C, C++, Pascal... (categories Algorithms, Logo)
- Knowing fundamental Computer Science concepts (category CS Fundamentals)
- Individual software project development (category Software development)

Programming competition is organized in three groups: Logo programming for students aged 11 to 14, Algorithms in Python/Pascal/C/C++ for students aged 11 to 14 and Algorithms in Python/Pascal/C/C++ for students aged 15 to 18. CS Fundamentals is a category dealing with knowledge of the fundamental computer science concepts such as computer hardware, data organization, storage, presentation and management, networks and so. Software development is a category for one student or group of students who design and develop their own software project. More information on this competition could be found on the competition’s website (http://infokup.hr, http://hsin.hr).

The specific research questions were:

- Is there a difference when preparing for competition between boys and girls?
- Is there a difference between competition categories competitors?
- How many students are satisfied with results of competition?
- Do students intend to compete in same categories in which they have competed up to now?
- Are there any relations between computer science competition categories and students’ competition in other topics?
- Is playing computer games on regular basis one of the important features of Infokup competitors?

RELATED WORK
Many research papers are dealing with the students’ motivation for learning computer science courses in particular initial programming. The results of these studies have suggested different motivation of students but...
also that students are coming with different previous knowledge of programming in the initial courses in computer science. Generally, competition and other boots are often studied for their ability to motivate students (Vivek Khera; 1993; Widmer C., 1998). The biggest challenge for teachers of computer science lies precisely in teaching a broad, diverse group of students who come with a variety of knowledge. For teacher it is very difficult to find an appropriate level of difficulty of teaching content for all students. If the level of presentation is too low some of the best students will be bored and will be demotivated to work.

Roberts (Roberts, 2000) conducted a very interesting study on strategies for encouraging individual achievement. In his research he used different strategies to maintain the enthusiasm of excellent students as well as provide additional/rewarding points for special invested effort. Other strategies included organizing volunteer programming contest. Research has shown that students who benefited from the existence of achievement awards, such as extra points on the course, often were able to accomplish amazing things. The existence of the competition had a positive impact on many students. Occupancy and energy of the competition influenced the students to the extent that all progressed faster. Here, as in any pedagogical technique, design of the contests and the prize as boost must also take into consideration the environment in which they are implemented. Some strategies are implemented better in smaller communities and schools, and some are better in major communities, but in both cases the implemented strategies have led to an increase in students’ motivation for learning selected educational content.

Steele (Steele, 2010) examined the ability of voluntary programming competition to motivate students in adopting generally demanding content programming. At the very beginning, students showed great interest in the competition but a small number of students actually signed up for the competition. It precisely indicated the incompatibility of the lack of prizes in any form with the high demands of competition for students. From the teachers’ perspective, the existence of competition during the course has become an extremely useful tool, especially for advanced students who often adopted learning materials before the end of the course. Voluntary programming competition, for such students proved to be a positive experience and became a regular thing.

Bowring (Bowring, 2008) suggests a new paradigm for high school programming competition that has changing and competitive philosophy but also the concept of the implementation of the competition. The new philosophy places emphasis on the quality of the process rather than the time limit for implementation. The quality of students’ work is estimated in its technical and artistic quality. The technical quality answers to the question of how well made solution satisfies the request, and the artistic quality refers to the subjective evaluation of the code itself, its readability and documentation, and the readability of other parts such as the output file. The new paradigm of competition highlights the entertainment aspect of the competition through the creation of an infrastructure that promotes team competition.

The historical roots of the current paradigm of competition can be found in close association of computer science with mathematics. The existence of accurate and often unique solutions is characteristic for mathematics which pushes the contestants in the race to seek the correct answer. In contrast, software solution of a problem often isn’t unique. Diversity of mathematical and software solutions embodies the record in the software life cycle. The life cycle software provides software solutions and implies that software solutions are an ongoing process. Students are taught how to meet the requirements, how to design a solution, and finally how to apply, test and troubleshoot, and eventually develop and maintain solutions.

Results of previous pilot study (Bubica, Mladenovic, & Boljat, 2014) showed that students with excellent school success invested more time to prepare for competition. Students with higher school success appreciated more working with their mentors than students with lower school success. Looking at the success from the gender perspective, girls are willing to invest more effort in preparation regardless of whether it is a stand-alone work or work with a mentor. Boys are more likely to participate in category Algorithms Basic next year (since 2014 this category has been changed to Algorithms Basic/Python/Pascal/C/C++, and since 2016 to Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C++). The research showed no other significant difference between genders. That study also dealt with the question of students’ satisfaction of achieved success. Younger aged students expressed great satisfaction with the achieved success while final grade students expressed dissatisfaction with their accomplishment. It could be questioned if it was because younger students cultivated more collaborative learning style and older students cultivated more competitive model, according to Grasha Riechmann model (Hruska-Reichmann, S. & Grasha, A. F., 1982). Result showed that students valued the success in this competition. Although it was expected that the prize for achieved success, expressed through the getting bonus points upon enrollment in secondary school, should be significant factor for retaining interest for competition, results didn’t confirm statistical relevance. Although it has been shown that students lost interest in the older grades, they were very confident in the selection of the competition category. If they decided to compete the next year, they would choose the same category. The claim proved to be statistically significant for both categories CS fundamentals and Algorithms.
**THE STUDY**

The basic idea of this study was to explore whether there is a correlation between success in this IT competition and factors such as competitor’s gender, category of competition, different ways of preparing, general feeling of satisfaction of achieved success, available human and material resources, playing games on regular basis and so on. The pilot study that was conducted earlier (Bubica, Mladenovic, & Boljat, 2014) on a sample of students who performed at the lowest (first) level of competition was a great help for planning this research.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

For the purpose of this research a two surveys were conducted among 85 elementary and 36 secondary school students (Figure 1, male=98, female=23) who participated in the regional or state IT competition during 2014. In order to gain their personal attitudes about the opinions, beliefs and behavior, students were given an online survey with the corresponding series of standardized questions. As a part of this study were collected data about attitudes and preparation modes of teachers who prepared students for the competition. These data were not subject of this investigation but will be the subject of future interest.

Research data were collected through online attitudes surveys which were created by one of the researchers, while data was collected by a student involved in this project. Each survey was composed of 21 questions and they differ in only two questions. Students filled questionnaire anonymously and voluntarily one month after the competition. This instrument was designed to investigate research questions. Chi-square test was used to compare groups of students. Chi-square test is non-parametric technique used for nominal data. All analyses were performed using PSPP 0.8.1.1.statistical software.

**FINDINGS**

Boys vs. girls

Previous studies of Computer Science Education (CSE), among other factors, often investigated the role of student’s gender in achieving success at the end of computer-related courses and those studies haven’t highlighted gender as a factor that is important for achieving it (Bubica & Boljat, 2014; Bubica N., 2014). However, the results of study indicated some differences between boys and girls who participated in this competition. The first difference is shown in the selection of competing categories, so boys are more likely than girls to compete in category Algorithms (programming with programming languages Python/C/C++/Pascal) then in category LOGO (Table 1, χ²=7,128, df=1, p=.008).

**Table 1:** Distribution of students by gender and competing in category Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C++

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparations for the competition are held in school</th>
<th>For the next competition (if I participate) I will …</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prepare the same way</td>
<td>not prepare at all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>29,2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>39,3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also, boys are more likely to be involved in some other open competitions like Honi (http://www.hsin.hr) or some form of winter or summer IT preparation camps (χ²=8,743, df=2, p=.013). Furthermore, it seems that boys were more ready than girls to individually explore additional web sites with demo examples and programming tasks (χ²=8,049, df=2, p=.018). Very interesting aspect for us in this research was to explore whether playing games regularly (playing some game every week) had some influence on competitors or their attitudes and behaviors. Results showed that boys are more likely than girls to regularly play a game weekly (Table 6, χ²=8,878, df=2, p=.012). More on playing games on regular basis will be discussed in later sections.

Preparing for competition

IT Infokup competition is very demanding and expects a lot of student’s effort in order to achieve success. The knowledge material which is required for the competition CS Fundamentals mostly consists of regular learning
Success in competition
It was already mentioned that this IT competition - Infokup, is very demanding for students, so it was interesting to see what motivates students to apply for it. The results showed that students mainly applied because it was their independent decision, but there are also students who participated on their teachers’, friends’ or even parents’ recommendations. Student’s intrinsic motivation to compete confirmed to be very important. Precisely, for the students who had some intrinsic motivation to participate in this competition results showed that they were more ready to look for and use any additional learning materials and solved examples ($\chi^2 = 14.646, df = 2, p = .001$). They were also likely to invest extra time after school hours and even on weekends for preparation ($\chi^2 = 67.792, df = 4, p = .000$), mostly in schools ($\chi^2 = 25.136, df = 2, p = .000$).

Results indicated some differences in the way students prepared with respect to selected categories of competitions, especially category Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C++ and Algorithms Logo. Contestants of both categories were probably ready to invest considerable effort in preparation, namely to work extra with their teachers at school, after school hours or even on weekends. Contestants of Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C category would probably explore additional learning materials independently ($\chi^2 = 7.404, df = 2, p = .025$) or use examples of solved programming tasks from competition web sites (Infokup, Honi) ($\chi^2 = 9.957, df = 2, p = .007$). Also, they would probably take part in other open programming competitions (eg. COCI) or some winter/summer programming preparation camps. At the same time Algorithms – Logo contestants were very satisfied with their preparations and achieved success and they were likely not to change anything for the following competition ($\chi^2 = 8.189, df = 3, p = .042$).

Since the students are willing to invest extra effort to prepare for competition, it is interesting to explore what the success in this competition means to them and how it could motivate them, if so. About 51.4 % of students believe that success in this competition may represent additional features for enrollment in secondary school (eg. extra points), while others (33.3 %) find it has some or no (15.3 %) importance. 50% of the students believe that success in this competition could build some reputation in the school and among their peers. Almost equally

---

**Table 2: Distribution of students by the place of preparation and by organizing next year competition preparation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparations for the competition are held in school</th>
<th>For the next competition (if I participate) I will …</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>prepare the same way</td>
<td>not prepare at all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>29,2%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>39,3%</td>
<td>8,3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Success in this competition so the level of knowledge and programming skills that are necessary for success in programming categories away exceed these curriculums. Study objective was to find out how students prepared for this competition, which teaching materials they used, also whether they worked alone or with the help of mentors, parents or friends, whether they worked mostly in school, or some IT club or at home, and generally to learn more about any strategy implemented in preparation for this competition.

Although many competitors highlighted that working with their teachers was the most helpful that claim couldn’t be extracted as a general significant conclusion in this research like it was previous pilot study (Bubica, Mladenovic, & Boljat, 2014). However, the importance of preparing with teachers at school could be seen from the following result: those students who had experience of previous competitions will probably prepare with their teachers at school for the next competition. Students who are preparing at school, mainly with the help of their teachers, were very satisfied with the way they worked and for further competition would probably prepare in the same way or would even seek assistance or prepare more (Table 2, $\chi^2 = 8.189$, df=3, $p = .042$). Also, if students organized preparation in their schools they would be likely less interested in seeking other learning materials elsewhere ($\chi^2 = 14.646$, df=2, $p = .001$).

Material from the curriculum of elective subject in elementary schools (Informatics) and regular subjects in high schools (Informatics, CS). On the other hand, the competition categories which include programming are extremely demanding for students primarily because programming content accounts for only 10-15% of the school’s curriculum so the level of knowledge and programming skills that are necessary for success in programming categories away exceed these curriculums. Study objective was to find out how students prepared for this competition, which teaching materials they used, also whether they worked alone or with the help of mentors, parents or friends, whether they worked mostly in school, or some IT club or at home, and generally to learn more about any strategy implemented in preparation for this competition.

---

**Table 2: Distribution of students by the place of preparation and by organizing next year competition preparation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparations for the competition are held in school</th>
<th>For the next competition (if I participate) I will …</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>prepare the same way</td>
<td>not prepare at all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>29,2%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>39,3%</td>
<td>8,3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
students believe that success in this competition has no importance (27.8%), some importance (33.3%) or great importance (38.9%) as a boost to think more about IT careers. Although, a more detailed analysis regarding competition categories reveals that Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C++ contestants are likely to perceive this competition as a boost to reflect on his career in IT sector.

Competition categories
Research of this specific competition is particularly interesting as it includes different areas of computer science, so almost every student could find an area interesting for him. Students who do not show interest in programming usually choose to perform in the category CS Fundamentals. CS Fundamentals is a category which includes knowledge about all basic CS concepts like networks, computer hardware and applicative software, data storage, manipulation, edition and presentation and so. This category is relatively new as it is been held since 2011, while other categories have been held continuously for more than twenty years. In any case, CS Fundamentals category is more popular among students what could be seen through the number of registered participants. This school year (2016), in the first (lowest) level of competition, participated 2880 students of primary and secondary schools in the category CS Fundamentals, in the category Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C++ (elementary schools) participated 612 students, in category the Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C++ (secondary schools) participated 629 while 1,122 students participated in the category Logo (Infokup, 2016).

It seems that the students take very seriously the differences between programming categories and category CS Fundamentals as it is very likely that CS Fundamentals competitor did not before, nor will in the future, participate in other competition categories ($\chi^2 = 32.658$, df = 4, $p = .000$). This is consistent with pilot research (Bubica, Mladenovic, & Boljat, 2014) which determined that contestants are very true to their primary category. Competitors of CS Fundamentals are very satisfied with the way in which they prepare for the state competition and generally very pleased with the success achieved. For them success in this competition doesn’t represent some respect in school or among peers (Table 3) or could encourage them towards CS profession (Table 4) but only represents a slight possibility of getting extra points for enrollment in secondary school.

**Table 3**: Distribution of CS Fundamentals competitors by their feeling of success could bring them respect in school or among peers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CS fundamentals competitor</th>
<th>Success in this competition represents respect in school and among peers (3-level Likert scale)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>.750</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>.763</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**: Distribution of CS Fundamentals competitors by their feeling of success could encourage them towards CS professions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CS fundamentals competitor</th>
<th>Success in this competition could encourage towards CS professions (3-level Likert scale)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>.795</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>.858</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although a larger number of participants noted teachers as the greatest help in the preparations for the competition this claim showed statistical significance only for CS Fundamentals competitors ($\chi^2 = 8,223$, df $= 3$, $p = .042$).

Competitors of Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C++ category very likely did not before participated in other competition categories. They consider success in this competition primarily as a way to achieve extra points for secondary school enrollment but also as a very important factor which could interest them in IT professions (Table 5). As expressed earlier competitors in this category are extremely motivated to make additional effort in preparing for competition.

Competitors in Logo category are, like other competitors, very consistent in their competition category selection, so they very likely didn’t participated in other competition categories before. They don’t consider success in this competition as a way to achieve extra points for secondary school enrollment or as a way to achieve some prestige in school and especially not as a way to interest them towards IT professions. Maybe more than others, Logo competitors express satisfaction with their preparations and achieved success in this competition.

Table 5: Distribution of Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C++ competitors by experiencing competition a boost to IT professions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th align="left">Success on this competition could encourage towards CS profession (3-level Likert scale)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td align="left">Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C++ competitor:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">No</td>
<td>1,86</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>.774</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">Yes</td>
<td>2,48</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.738</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some specificity regarding student’s geographical area with selection of certain categories and other subject competitions have been also noticed. Students from Central/Eastern Croatia and North Adriatic are more likely to participate in math ($\chi^2 = 9,829$, df $= 2$, $p = .007$) or physics ($\chi^2 = 8,186$, df $= 2$, $p = .017$) competition as well as IT competition than students from Central and Southern Adriatic. In Central and Southern Adriatic there are more first time competitors than in other regions what could be explained by higher withdrawal from the competition in this region compared to other regions in Croatia. Experience in the competing also proved to be significant in this study. It showed that students who participated for the first time were more inclined to work only within regular school hours while those who had some competing experience realized that this competition was very demanding and they were likely to regularly attend school preparation workshops and work hard after school hours or even on weekends.

Playing computer games regularly

Probably it is natural to expect that every child with computer access spends at least some time in playing computer games. In this study, it was investigated whether there was connection between regular playing computer games and factors like specific competition categories, gender and so.

In order to explore which are the games that attract most competitors informal discussion with students aged 11 to 14 during school hours singled out several categories of games which were used to explore whether there was a link between the competitors of Infokup competition and specific game category. Students where offered to choose between Strategy games (eg. Age of Empires, Stronghold, Chess) First Person Shooter games (eg, Call of Duty, Battlefield), Sports games (eg. FIFA, PES) and Racing games (eg Need for Speed) or something else.

From the collected data (Figure 2) it could be concluded that there was a number of competitors who played other games which weren’t offered here as 44 of them pleaded that they had played something else and only 18 of all students said that they did not play computer games regularly at all.

From the remaining results it looks like that Infokup competitors were likely not to play Racing games. Somehow it was expected that Strategy games like Age of Empires, Stronghold, Chess and so, may prevail in students’ choice but Sports games were the most interesting from all offered games categories. Distribution of
(week) hours of playing computer games regularly by competitors is shown in Figure 3. Considering that competitors of this competition are expected not only to have multitude of computer skills and knowledge but also more specific computer fluidity in working with computers the age in which contestants started playing selected games was investigated. Average beginning age was 10.6 years but further exploration of differences among computing categories showed that Algorithms – Python/Pascal/C/C++ competitors would probably start regularly playing computer games at the age of 10 while CS Fundamentals category competitors will likely start little later at the age of 12.

Results showed that boys are more likely than girls to regularly play a game weekly (Table 6, $\chi^2=8.878$, df=2, p=.012).

**Table 6:** Distribution of students by gender and playing computer games regularly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Playing computer games regularly (regularly = playing some game every week)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Girls</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boys</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>76.9%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It could also be interesting to explore whether there is a connection between the success on this competition and specific games categories as well as the number of (week) hours spent in regular playing computer games. Unfortunately, number of valid answers wasn’t sufficient to carry out some conclusion about it.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Although the research showed some differences between boys and girls some overly significant claims about it couldn’t derive, perhaps because girls participated in the competition in smaller number. While many competitors pointed out that their work with teachers was the most helpful during their preparations research has not shown strong evidence to confirm significance of this statement. Compared to pilot research great intrinsic student’s motivation to participate and prepare hard for the competition especially in some programming categories was confirmed. Very interesting results were found regarding playing computer games which could be a good start for further research.

The results of this study should help teachers to be better prepared for work with talented students but also to better motivate students for this type of competition. One of the major recommendations from this work is that students appreciate competition preparatory work with their teachers very much. They are ready to take part in preparatory workshops held in some extracurricular time in schools even on weekends because they consider such work high-quality and useful. Due to the strong intrinsic motivation shown by competitors especially of some programming category, as well as their desire to independently investigate other teaching materials, teachers might use training strategy which includes working and helping students but also finding specific ways to make additional learning materials more accessible to all of them. An example of such strategy could be the use of safe communication networks (eg. Edmodo) for quick and easy communication and exchange of teaching materials between teachers and students but also between students themselves, encourage cooperative learning and discussion about interesting tasks and problems related to the competition through such tools. Although, some differences in achieving success between girls and boys shouldn’t be expected, it is could be concluded from this research that something could be done to better motivate girls to become involved in such competitions as well to engage them to participate in extracurricular activities and workshops related to the competition.

Given the everyday raising need for IT professionals and general intention of IT sectors to raise interest among students towards these professions it is important to point out that the results in this research showed that success in some programming categories could point students towards IT professions. In the future, attitudes and opinions of teachers who prepare students for this competition would be explored in order to get more insights on this issue.
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